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1 Ac & 11 Dn. Kurries & Burries' cottage cheese quesadilla reminded us 

of a dish we cooked in __ ____ class (4,7)

4. Girish Singh Sani of India Engineering Works is currently working on 

a railway commemorative work of art in this country (7)

5. Bobo Calcuttawala's designs are inspired by this art style (6)

7. Shayan Italia who started the Biryani360 Delivery service is a huge fan of

this musician (1,1,6)

8. Studio Fifteen is looking for an Assistant Studio Manager who can

 help plan ___ for them (5) 

10. One of the vegetarian options at Paaji's Express at Lower Parel (4,4)

12. The actor from King's Speech who is now an onscreen Kingsman (5,5)

15. Graphic designer Vydika Rao’s Gastro Pictionary started out as an 

attempt to improve communication with her maid named ____ (6)

16. This ingredient added a zesty flavour to Bandra’s Cairo Grill's hummus (5)

17. The number of months Shayan Italia of Biryani360 spent sampling 

biryanis in various Indian cities (3)

Sketchy Artists

A life size metal horse, hybrid biryani and protest wear in this week's bpb

crossword. These clues will help you re-visit bpb’s stories for this week. 

Down
2. Girish Singh Sani of the fashion label Lovebirds worked as an art designer for 

this advertising agency (6)

3. This is an accompaniment in Paaji Express' set meals (3,7)

6. Azure Hospitality is looking for a Design & Identity Executive to work with 

their restaurant brand (8)

8. One of the sections in the recently renovated Taraporevala Aquarium (9)

9 & 13 Dn. Bobo Calcuttawalla is the Creative Director of this alt rock band (6,7)

11. See 1 Across

12. This is one of Vydika Rao's long-term dream projects (4,4)

13. See 9 Down

14. One of the composers whose works will be played at the upcoming 

Arties Festival at NCPA (5) 
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